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christian schwartz is a type designer and one of the founders of the type foundry commercial type. a graduate of carnegie mellon university in pittsburgh, pa., he worked for a time at metadesign in berlin. after returning to the united states, he worked at type studio font bureau, going independent in 2001. in 2007,
he and london designer paul barnes founded commercial type. the studios projects include typefaces for the guardian, esquire, t (the new york times style magazine), the empire state building and sprint. also in 2007 schwartz was awarded the prestigious prix charles peignot, given to designers under 35 years of age

for outstanding contributions to type design. he has been on the short list of the museum of design, in london, as designer of the year and was rated among the top 40 most influential designers under 40 years of age by wallpaper* and on times list of top 100 designers. commercial type is a joint venture between
paul barnes and christian schwartz, who have collaborated since 2004 on various typeface projects, most notably the award winning guardian egyptian. the company publishes retail fonts developed by barnes and schwartz, their staff, and outside collaborators, and also represents the two and their team when they

work together on type design projects. following the redesign of the guardian, the team headed by mark porter, including barnes and schwartz, was awarded the coveted black pencil by the d&ad. the team was also nominated for the design museums designer of the year prize. in september 2006, barnes and
schwartz were named two of the 40 most influential designers under 40 in wallpaper*.
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yury ostromentsky is a type designer and founder of the oculo type foundry. he has been a type designer for over 25 years, creating several typefaces and is the author of the textbook the book of shapes: anatomy of type design. he is also a professor of type design at the state academy of visual arts of the russian
federation (savo). he is a member of the unicode font design competition committee and the font bureau font council. brutal is a type foundry based in the hague, the netherlands. it was founded in 2014 by annika van den broek and katherine van den broek. at the moment the foundry focuses on helvetica and

gentium. brutal creates typefaces for the printed word and the digital realm. annika and katherine have a background in typography, art and graphic design. in addition to their own typefaces, they develop fonts for other type foundries, such as graphik sans and zs'design. alexey is a typography and type designer
from moscow, russia. he graduated from the moscow state university of the printing arts (2005). after graduation he started his career at f-type studio, where he designed multiple fonts, logos, and advertising campaigns for different brands. in 2014 alexey cofounded pangram pangram foundry with ilya and roman.

since then he works as a type designer and graphic designer at pangram pangram foundry and design lab. he has a passion for typography and its broad range of applications, and believes that type design is an effective way to communicate ideas and emotions. ilya is a type designer and art director based in
moscow, russia. he is the founder of pangram pangram foundry and currently works as a type designer at pangram pangram foundry and design lab. he has a degree in print design at the moscow state university of the printing arts (2005) and after graduation he worked at the creative agency big bang for two years

as a type designer and art director. in 2013 he founded pangram pangram foundry and design lab with roman. he started making fonts in 2014 and since then he has designed over 80 different typefaces. he has designed typefaces for many different companies, including the world bank, abc.ru, metro-goldwyn-
mayer, and mgm resorts international. he is currently designing fonts for bank of america, christian dior, and raymond, a company specialized in high-end luxury goods. 5ec8ef588b
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